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REGULAR PROPERTIES OF OLD CHURCH SLAVONIC VERBS 

Ronald F. Feldstein 

Students approaching the Old Church Slavonic system of conjugation with the aid of 
the lakobsonian one-stem verb system face a serious obstacle which is not present in 
Russian. A number of important Old Church Slavonic verbs present an alternation of the 
jer root-vowel. Since there are least four vowels which alternate with root jers, and since 
the morphological domain of the alternation varies with the stem-class, the student who 
wishes to master the conjugation system appears to be faced with a formidable task of 
memorization. Some of the attempts to regularize the Old Church Slavonic conjugation on 
the lakobsonian one-stem model have not been of much help to the student in the area of 
root alternations. Halle (1951: 162) simply listed such verbs as 'irregularities,' stating that 
"the following verbs undergo vowel changes in their major stems for which we were unable 
to find simple rules." Lunt applied the lakobsonian verbal system but since, as he (1959:80) 
stated, "the treatment in this book is based on Halle's work," the original irregularities 
remained as a long list at the end of Lunt's description. A significant attempt to integrate 
these irregular verbs into a system can be found in the 'Epilogue' which Lunt appended 
to his grammar in its 1974 edition. These verbs are however still considered irregular, and 
the format of the epilogue is not the most convenient way to arrange the verbal root 
alternations as such. Lunt attempts to "re-examine the data of Old Church Slavonic ... 
without ... the need to decide whether surface alternations are automatic or morpho
logically conditioned," (1974:147). 

This paper is an attempt to present the regular pattern found among many verbs which 
are usually considered irregular in Old Church Slavonic. Our system will not remove all 
irregularities, but it will deal with a significant number of the most troublesome root-vowel 
alternations. Let us state some of our basic assumptions. We agree with Lunt in rejecting 
the American descriptivist distinction between automatic phonemic and automatic morpho
phonemic rules, both of which can be stated in terms of purely phonological environ
ments. J On the other hand we assume an important distinction between automatic (i.e., 
phonologically conditioned) rules and the non-automatic, morphophonemic type. This 
view comes quite close to the distinction of 'positional' and 'non-positional' alternations, 
as espoused by members of the Moscow Phonological School (Panov 1979:95-102). 

We shall regularize virtually all Old Church Slavonic verbs which contain a jer-vowel 
in their lakobsonian basic-stem by predicting that there is a regular mutation of all root 
front-jer vowels in the following instances: 

I. when vocalic endings are added to first conjugation a-suffix verbs;2 
2. when obstruent endings are added to non-suffixed verbs, regardless of whether the 

verbal stem ends in an obstruent or a sonoran!. 
Since we are concentrating on roots which contain a jer-vowel, and since liquids 

frequently occur followingjers and preceding vowels (e.g., birati, mirQ) we must first state 
our assumptions regarding the phonological shape of the JER + LIQUID group when both 
vowels and consonants may follow the liquid. Our phonological rules will be seen to 
specify metathesis in order to get us from the phonological basic form to the surface. 
Although this may violate certain theoretical notions of linearity, we maintain it on the 
basis of its purely phonological environment for operation in Old Church Slavonic. 
Distributionally, JER + LIQUID groups can occur in prevocalic position (e.g., mirQ, 
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srilati). Preconsonantally, this sequence is automatically realized as a syllabic liquid, 
orthographically rendered as LIQUID + lER in Old Church Slavonic texts-appearing in 
written form as if metathesis had taken place in comparison to the prevocalic environment 
(e.g., siimriti3 , f.rixii, pli:.ati). Analogous to the proportion JER + LIQUID BEFORE 
VOWEL: SYLLABIC LIQUID BEFORE CONSONANT is the proportion NON-TENSE 
VOWEL e/o+LIQUID BEFORE VOWEL: LIQUID+TENSE VOWEL eta BEFORE 
CONSONANT. In other words, a basic VOWEL + LIQUID sequence in a prevocalic 
position is automatically modified to a syllabic liquid or a metathesized sequence in a 
preconsonantal position. Since such rules of metathesis have not often been used before 
for regularizing Slavic verbal systems. we should point out the significant introduction of 
precisely such a rule by Rado Lencek (1966:35) in his system of Slovene conjugation based 
on the one-stem principle. 

We shall recognize the prevocalic sequences as the basic phonological shapes for our 
purposes and operate with them in our basic verbal stems, regardless of whether a vowel 
or a consonant actually follows the liquid in a given grammatical form. Only in this way 
can we separate an automatic, phonologically conditioned process from a morphologically 
conditioned one. Let us note in passing that the failure to do precisely this has kept these 
verbs on irregular lists rather than allow a more systematic interpretation. The environmen
tal facts discussed so far are presented on TABLE I, which gives the assumed phonetic 
shapes of VOWEL + LIQUID and LIQUID + VOWEL groups. 4 

Table I illustrates, within the two types, alternations that are really phonological. This 
implies that when we encounter instances of other possible combinations of alternating 
vowel-and-liquid groups, e.g., ir/re as in mirQ/mreti , they are non-automatic alternations, 
not on a par with those illustrated in the table. When we deal with Old Church Slavonic 
verbs which comprise non-automatic alternations we are in a position to realize a distinct 
advantage if we consider the jer variants to be basic, since in every instance of front jer 
mutation involving a jer before a liquid the lakobsonian basic form contains the jer variant 
rather than the other alternating vowel. The fact that the lakobsonian basic forms uniformly 
contain front jers, even when such jers regularly mutate in the non-basic conjugational 
forms, leads us to assert that the mutation is itself regular. Similar to the various consonan
tal mutations found in Old Church Slavonic and other Slavic conjugations, the front jer 
mutation is restricted to certain stem-classes only. As noted, these are the a-suffixed verbs 
of conjugation one, and the non-suffixed verbs. Let us now review the occurrence of front 
jer basic stems in Old Church Slavonic within these two categories. 

Within the class of a -suffixed verbs the front jer mutation is conditioned in a way similar 
to the familiar consonant mutation of this class; namely, when a vocalic ending is added 
to the a-stem, causing the stem-final a to truncate. The specific choice of vowel to replace 
the front jer depends upon the consonant that follows the jer in question. There are three 
kinds of situation, presented in TABLE II (where the basic stem, infinitive and second 
person singUlar forms represent the three possibilities). We caution the reader that we 
intentionally represent Old Church Slavonic basic stems with JER + LIQUID, even where 
the infinitive form is written with liquid + jer, on the basis of our remarks above. 

l. When sonorants follows the jer in the basic form (which we have established using 
our rule of automatic metathesis) the resulting phoneme is e;5 

II. When the jer precedes jot in the basic form it belongs to the well-known class of tense 
jers; thus it is not surprising that its mutated value is the tensed value of e, viz., jat' . 

III. When obstruents follow the jer the latter alternates with a diffuse vowel, where the 
vowel's acute or grave feature simply agrees with that of the obstruent following the jer. 
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TABLE I. VOWEL+LIQUID COMBUIATIONS: SYNTACMATIC BEHAVIOR 

PREVOCALIC PRECONSONANTAL 

TYPE 1. jer + liquid syllabic liquid 
example: mlorQ mrh. , 
TYPE 2. eto + liquid liquid + eta 
example: cetvero cetvregub'lo 

TABLE II. EXAMPLES OF VERBAL FORMS IN a-STEM CLASS 

!: Jer IS followed by a sonorant (Ilquld or nasal) in the basIc stem; front jer mutates 
to basic e before vocalic ending: 

BASIC$TE!! INFINITIVE PRESENT, Z SINGULAR 

blora- blorati bere~l 

dlora- dloratl deresl 
plora- ploratl peresl 
stlola- stlolatl stelesl 
jloma- jlomati jemjesl 
clorpa- crlopatl crepjeSl 
plolza- pllozatl plezesl 
slolpa- slolpatl slepjesl 
slorba- slorbatl srebjesl 
tlor3a- tr103ati trezesl 

II: Jer is followed by jot in the basIc stem. and mutates to eo 
BASIC$TE!! 

lloja
smloja
zloja-

INFINITIVE 

llojatl 
smlojatl (s~) 
zlojatl 

PRESENT, Z SINGULAR 

lejesl 
smejesi (st!) 
zejesl 

III: Jer IS followed by obstruent In the basIc stem: 
A: Acute obstruent: front jer mutates to i 

BASIC $TE!! 

lloza
plosa
zloda
zloda-

INFINITIVE 

llozatl 
plosatl 

. zlodatl 
hdatl 

PRESENT, Z SINGULAR 

IIzel;j 
plsesl 
zlZdesl 
ibdesi 

B: Grave obstruent: front jer mutates to u 

BASICSTE!! 

bjlova
kjlova
pjlova-

INFINITIVE 

bjlovatl 
kjlovati 
pjlovatl 

PRESENT, Z SINGULAR 

bjjujeSl 
kjjujesl 
pjjujesl 
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Let us now recapitulate the two major conditioning factors to be noted in the front jer 
mutation process illustrated above: 

The first factor is the environment which conditions the occurrence of the mutation itself: 
namely, the present tense system of the first conjugation a -suffixed verbs. All such forms 
share the use of vocalic endings which cause the stem-final a to truncate. Most of these 
verbs also contain a consonant mutation which is conditioned in exactly the same environ
ment. 

The second is the selection of the particular mutated vowel in the subset of forms subject 
to mutation. We can see a pattern of mutation in which a front jer alternates either with 
a non-diffuse vowel or a diffuse voweL when it precedes a non-obstruent or an obstruent 
respectively. This can be correlated with the sonority value of the post-jer segment, as a 
causal factor in the selection of vowel: when the more sonorous class (non-obstruents) 
follows the jer, the latter mutates to the more sonorous non-diffuse vowel; when the less 
sonorous class (obstruents) follows the jer, it mutates to the less sonorous class of diffuse 
vowels, where the choice between i and u depends on the acuteness and gravity of the 
obstruent in question. 

Keeping these two major aspects of the problem in mind, let us now view front jer 
mutation as it functions in the class of non-suffixed verbs. As stated, front jer mutation 
in a-suffixed verbs is conditioned by vowel desinences added to a stem-final vowel. By 
contrast, in non-suffixed verbs it is obstruent endings that cause the root ito mutate. These 
categories are not precisely the opposite of one another. In the case of a -suffixed verbs 
mutation occurs when the precise equivalent ending is added to the stem-final (vowel after 
vowel). In non-suffixed verbs mutation occurs when an obstruent ending is added to a 
stem-final consonant, itself either obstruent or sonorant. In TABLE III we present a graphic 
comparison of the two situations, with examples: 6 

The second aspect of this problem, as already noted, is the selection of the specific 
mutated vowel, depending on the consonant following the front jer. In this respect the 
non-suffixed verbs are completely parallel to those of the a-suffix class. This further 
justifies our attempt to portray this process as a unified and regular one, rather than as a 
collection of exceptions and iregularities. 

In the case of non-suffixed stems ending in either in or im followed by another consonant 
(such as the -fii or the -ti desinence), there is an automatic phonological rule which converts 
the JER + NASAL group to the nasal vowel ~, regardless of the morphological environ
ment. This neutralizes the possibility for a frontjer mutation in the non-suffixed nasal type, 
since the essence of morphologically-conditioned mutation is differential change in a single 
phonological environment, rather than a change which can be uniformly predicted based 
on phonological factors. Thus the ir group has two types of change before consonants: an 
automatic change to (before the I-participle endings, and a mutated change to re before 
the infinitive and x-aorist endings. The ill and fm groups have only one possible change 
before any consonantal ending, be it the I-participle, infinitive or x-aorist: namely, ~. With 
this in mind, let us now view the behavior of non-suffixed verbs with front jer roots, as 
set out in TABLE IV. Here we list the major sub-groups among non-suffixed verbs (cf. 
the sub-groups in the a -stem class in TABLE II above; here, it is the second person singular 
form that (since it takes vocalic endings) lacks the mutation and agrees with the basic stem, 
while the infinitival form (which takes the obstruent ending) does manifest the front jer 
mutation): 7 

Our system has interesting implications for the study of productive and non-productive 
aorist formations in Old Church Slavonic. If we compare the aorist endings in the forms 
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TABLE III. CONDITIONING PROPERTIES OF ENDINGS IN MUTATIONS OF b 

r. a-stems 

Vocalic endings (a-V" V) condItion front-jer mutatIon, while non-vocalic endings do not 
(a-C, or a- 0): 

VOCALIC ENDINGS NON-VOCALIC ENDINGS 

ber-~ (bbra-~ .. bbr-~) 
ber-I (bbra-I .. bbr-i) 

II. Non-suffIxed stems 

bbra-tl 
bbra-I\> 
bbra-x\> 
bbra-(/} 
bbra-n", 

Obstruent endings (C-OB .. OB) condItion 
do not (C-V, C-I), etc.) 

front jer mutation, but non-obstruent endings 

OBSTRUENT ENDINGS 

C:I-s\> (~ Clt-S\» 
els-tl (~ ebt-tl) 

-vre-s'b (+ Vbl'Z-S'bJ 

NON-DBSTRUENT ENDINGS 

e .. t-~ 
ebt-e 
e .. t-ox\> 
e .. -I\> (~ cbt-I\» 

-vrz-~ (~ -vbrz-~) 

-vrz-I\> (~ -v .. rz-I\» 
-vr=-ox"" (+ -VbrZ-OX'bJ 

TABLE IV. EXAMPLES OF VERBAL FORMS IN NON-SUFFIXED CLASS 

I: Jer IS followed by a liqUId In the basIc stem. and mutates to basIc e before consonantal 
ending: 

BASIC STE!1 PRESENT, 2 SINGULAR INFINITIVE 

mbl'- mbreS} mretl 
-nbl'- -nbresl -nretl 
-p .. r- -peresl -prot! 
-skVbr- -skvbresl -skvreti 
-stbr- -stbreSl -strOtI 
-zbr- -zbresl -zrOtI 
t .. lk- tblcesi t1i!5tl 
vbrg- vbrzes1 vrostl 
-Vbl'Z- -vbrzesl vrostl 

II: Jer IS followed by a nasal consonant and automatically changes to f (note: phonologIcal 
rule, not mutation): 

BASIC STE!1 PRESENT, 2 SINGULAR INFINITIVE 

-cbn- -clInesl -e,ti 
j .. m- jbmeS} j,ti 
mbn- moneSl m,U 
t .. n- tbneSl t,tl 
Zbm- Z.brneSl z,tI 

III: Jer IS followed by an obstruent; a diffuse vowel appears by mutatIon of the front 
jer. All known cases Involve acute obstruents; mutation IS therefore to acute diffuse i: 

BASIC STE!1 

cv .. t
e .. t-

PRESENT, 2 SINGULAR 

cv .. tesi 
c"tesi 

INFINITIVE 

cvisti 
eisti 
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pisa-xil and cit-oxil we see that a non-vocalic ending is added to the non-suffixed stem, 
in neither instance conditioning a front-jer mutation by our system of rules. On the other 
hand, when the stem cit- forms a sigmatic aorist with the obstruent ending -sil we derive 
the form Cisil with a mutation of the front jer to i. Thus the actual aorist ending used 
conditions the presence or absence of the front jer mutation. Lunt's statement (1974: 177) 
that, e.g., the root -virz- hesitates between root jer mutation in the unproductive aorist and 
no mutation in the productive aorist does not seem to emphasize an essential point: namely. 
that the productive aorist suffix affixes VOCALIC endings to non-suffixed verbal stems. 
while the unproductive sigmatic aorist affixes consonantal OBSTRUENT endings. This 
explains the difference between regular front jer mutation and its absence. Thus we have 
the productive -vriz-osfi and the unproductive -vre-sfi (~vre::;- ). This behavior is complete
ly regular according to our description. Further, let us observe that in the second and third 
persons singular of the aorist a zero-ending behaves as the functional equivalent of an 
obstruent ending, and even alternates with t in a number of stems. For example, the stem 
mir- uses either the zero-ending or t and shows front jer mutation to mre- , while -I'ir:;.il adds 
the vocalic ending -e and does not have jer-mutation (cf. TABLE IV). An interesting 
problem arises if one chooses to posit a BASIC zero-ending for the 2/3 singular ending of 
the aorist, realized as -e after obstruents but as zero otherwise. How could we maintain 
the basic zero ending, and also use the variable surface realization (e varying with zero) 
to condition our front jer mutation rule? The answer would probably lie in the use of rule 
ordering, so that front jer mutation would be conditioned only after the basic aorist ending's 
shape becomes determined as e or zero. 

We have concentrated our attention on verbal roots in which a front jer mutates to another 
vowel in certain specifiable environments. The case of verbal roots in back jers has not 
been addressed, since, normally, back jer verbal stems show no vowel mutation. e.g .. 
ril::;a-, silla-, lilga-, rilva-, silsa-, tilka-. 

Exceptions to this last statement, and to our system of front jer mutation, are few. The 
following are the deviations in verbs belonging to Old Church Slavonic proper (i.e., 
excluding later periods of Church Slavonic): (a) three roots with back jers ARE mutated: 
zilva-Izov-, strilga-Istrui-, gilna-lien-; (b) two roots with front jers DO NOT undergo the 
expected mutation: iir- 8, tir-. In addition, there are sporadic instances of both regular and 
irregular variants within verbs not mentioned here. 

In conclusion, we have seen that the significant majority of Old Church Slavonic 
a -stems and non-suffixed stems containing front jer vowels undergo a regular mutation of 
the front jer to another vowel. While the specific value of the mutated vowel is conditioned 
by the last consonant of the verbal stem, the presence or absence of vowel mutation itself 
is determined by the desinence in relation to the stem-type, within the class of front jer 
stems. Generally speaking, environments which produce consonant mutations and trunca
tions (VOWEL + VOWEL and CONSONANT+CONSONANT, with certain modifica
tions) tend to favor the occurrence of the front jer mutations as well. Although the number 
of verbs containing front jers is not large, and some exceptions to the system do exist, a 
recognition of the above enumerated systematic factors seems preferable to a mere listing 
of these verbs as irregularities. 

Indiana University 
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EDITORS' NOTE: We regret the inconvenience to this article's readers, and the impo
sition on its author, occasioned by the use in the text of i and i1, respectively, for the soft 
and hard jers. Modifications in the printing system made this necessary. 

REFERENCES 

I. For example, considering the alternation of [d] and [t] as morphophonemic in such Russian 
forms as NSg moda and GPI mod would simply be due to the phonemic behavior of Idl vs. It I 
in other positions such as Ida/:/ta/-even though. in the case of moda and mod the environment 
automatically determines the choice of [d] or [t]. On the other hand, the alternation between [g] 
and [z] in kniga and klli!nvj cannot be predicted phonologically. 

2. "Ca-verbs" in the terminology of Lunt (1974:73). 
3. There is some disagreement about whether to normalize such orthographic trit groups with a 

front or a backjer, due to the wide variations encountered in texts. We side with Lunt (1974:32) 
in opting for the front vowel normalization. Most likely. preconsonantal ri and Ii spellings get 
confused because we do not really have a LIQUID+JER group here, but a syllabic liquid in 
which the front vs. back opposition is neutralized. On the other hand, the choice of basic 
phonemic front or back jer in such cases can more easily be decided in favor of the front jer, 
based on such prevocalic cases as mirQ, already cited. The morphophonemic alternations can 
thus be a guide to the representation of these syllabic liquids at the phonemic level. Lunt's 
approach could be criticized since he chooses to distinguish between ri and ru transcriptions on 
the basis of 'etymology.' This is irrelevant to the Old Church Slavonic phonemic system. but 
the morphophonemic system (on which we base our transcription) is not. 

4. Note that the example of type I in preconsonantal position is rendered mrilii orthographically. 
5. Note that we can speak of the front jer mutating to basic e in all the instances cited in Section 

I of Table II. even though the e in question is automatically realized (a) as e when it is followed 
by a LIQUID + VOWEL. but as (b) e with metathesis when it is followed by a LIQ
UID+CONSONANT. Thus we can derive the present tense forms of both beresi and creplesi 
by means of the same mutational rule: this causes the basic-stem front jer to change to e. with 
a further automatic change to e under condition (b). The forms of the last fl"e verbs in this 
section. before the automatic modification and metathesis. are therefore: Icerp!esi/, Ipelzesi/. 
Iselp)e'ii/. Iserbjesi/, Iterzesi/. 

6. Note the orthographic shape of the last three forms on this table, -vri:Q, -vri:il1, -vri:oxu. 
7. The infinitives in sub-group I have basic forms as follows: Imer-ti, ner-ti. per-ti, skver-ti. ster-ti. 

zer-ti. telk-ti, verg-ti. verz-ti/. By the term 'basic' we refer to the phonemic representation. based 
on phonological criteria. We cannot include the front jer in these representations since it is 
conditioned morphologically. However. such rules as g+t ~ st are automatic, cf. Lunt 
1974:37. -Also, note that the root -Hr- here is that of the verh 'to swallow', not of the verb 'to 
sacrifice' (respectively. pozri!ti po::irQ, ~riti :!irQ in their normal orthographic form). 

8. 'to sacri fice,' cf. note 7. 
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POVZETEK 

PRA VILNOST ST AROCERKVENOSLOV ANSKIH GLAGOLOV 

Kot pravilne je mogoce obravnavati vei'}e stevilo starocerkvenoslamnskih glagolov, kakor so jih v 
prejsnjih opisih. Z vidika }akobsonovega enoosnovnega glagolskega sistema imajo vsi ti glagoli 
skupno vaino [astnost: njihova osnova vsebuje v korenu jer, ki se v nekaterih doloNjivih spregatvenih 
oblikah preglasi v drug samoglasnik. To preglasevanje se dogaja dveh glagolskih ra;redih, venem 
s pripono na -a in drugem z brezprip(JIlskimi oSl1ol'{lmi na ne~vocnik. Clanek kate. do izbira 
samoglasl1ika. v katerega se jer preglasi. doloca prilagajanje k razlocevalnim znacilnostim sogla
snika, ki v osnovi jeru sledi. Zato oblikoglasna premena jewv ne spada med nepravill1osti, ampak 
je analogna pravilnemu preglasevanju v glagolih s pripono -i, -e ali -a. 
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A CHAPTER FROM THE HISTORY OF RESEARCH 
ON CONSTANTINE-CYRIL AND METHODIUS 

Milan Fryscak 

"So that light and order may be brought into the dark and confused history of 
the two brothers Cyril and Methodius, it is necessary, above all, to conduct a 
rigorous cross-examination of the witnesses, to scrutinize the statements of the 
earlier witnesses while taking their trustworthiness into account, to collate the 
more recent reports with the earlier ones and, unless the former corroborate the 
latter, to reject them relentlessly or at least to ignore them." 

Thus reads the opening passage of the work in which Josef Dobrovsky, the prominent 
pioneer of Slavistics, summarized his research-the comprehensive volume Cyril! und 
Method der Slaven Apostel. I In this work and in his Miihrische Legende 2 his Cyrill-Metho
diana reaches its apogee. 

DobrovskY's writings on Cyrillo-Methodian topics occupy a prominent and at the same 
time problematic place among his scholarly works: flashes of brilliant insight and passages 
bespeaking impressive erudition alternate with peculiar displays of hypercriticism and 
intellectual inflexibility. True, such fluctuations may be found in other writings of 00-
brovsky as well. Nonetheless, his Cyrillo-Methodiana suffers from unevenness of this kind 
particularly severely. Possibly for this reason it has attracted less attention than other parts 
of DobrovskY's scholarly legacy. This is unfortunate for, despite the problems, these 
writings are of key significance for our evaluation of DobrovskY's contribution to the 
nascent discipline of Slavic philology and cultural history and for our understanding of the 
individual stages of his own development as a scholar and as a Slavist. 

The beginnings of DobrovskY's scholarly career go back to his university years in 
Prague. A graduate of the Philosophical Faculty at the age of eighteen, with a Master of 
Philosophy degree with distinction (nobilis de laura), Dobrovsky continued his studies at 
the Theological Faculty, where he was attracted by the field of oriental languages. As early 
as one year after his graduation from this Faculty (1777) he established contact with Johann 
David Michaelis, editor of the Orientalische und exegetische Bibliothek in Gottingen, 
where his first brief contribution appeared shortly thereafter. 3 This contribution was 
followed one year later by a more extensive work, Fragmentum Pragense Evangelii Sallcti 
Marci .4 The subject of this monograph of some fifty pages was a much venerated 
manuscript acquired by Emperor Charles IV in the mid-fourteenth century and kept at St. 
Vitus' Cathedral in Prague. To the dismay of the Church authorities, Dobrovsky proceeded 
to demonstrate that the manuscript was much younger than believed, going back to the fifth 
or sixth century only. In his opinion, it represented the missing part of St. Mark's gospel 
from a tetraevangelion known as the Cividale Books of Gospels. 5 

Thanks to the beneficial influence of Michaelis and of Dobrovsky's former professor of 
Hebrew Vaclav Fortunat Durych, the young scholar continued to expand his knowledge 
of the Oriental languages. His close contact with Durych proved to be particularly valuable: 
together they began to study Arabic and to discuss problems of Biblical translation. Both 
Michaelis and Durych pointed out to Dobrovsky the importance of Slavic translations of 
the Bible, and soon the focus of Dobrovsky's attention shifted from Oriental languages to 
Church Slavonic. A major impetus that further strengthened Dobrovsky's research interests 
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